Review: Reactor Present Function By Camilla Zajac You Are Here Website - 23 July 2003
“Meet the person with a question mark above his head” says the invitation to Reactor’s Function event. The question mark leads me to Reactor's studio/workspace round the corner from Nottingham station. There is a soothingly hypnotic feeling to the first part of the evening. Phil Henderson stands over a small island of record players in one room, on his Loop Demo, totally focused on the strange sounds he is creating ...
Niki Russell is marking time and space in another room with masking tape, creating shapes on the floor and outlining them with fine lines of sand. He continues to work while people stand in the room and talk quietly amongst themselves. There is something distinctly therapeutic about watching him work his way around the room, totally focused on this one activity, carefully scraping up the fragments of masking tape and placing them on a growing pile in the fireplace. His ritual of doing becomes our ritual of observation.
In another room, Computation, yet another ritual, that of institutionalisation, is taking place. A receptionist politely, but firmly orders us into an orderly queue. We all fall disturbingly quickly into line to wait our turn to sit in front of her and answer random questions with vaguely suggestive meanings like “Are you active?” and “Do you consider yourself to have a good memory?”. This personal information when offered is interpreted by the receptionist into shapes placed in odd positions on sheets of paper. Then into the main room, where another efficient cog in the machine waits to order us into moving black and white boxes around to an sequence apparently based on the pieces of paper we give her. The ritual, which is apparently based on the individual, has demanded our interaction and completely excluded us at the same time.
The therapeutic feel to the event is enhanced by the fact that most of the Reactor group potter around in white lab coats. This raises vague anxieties - is it us that are in need of help or have the patients stolen the doctors’ coats and taken over the asylum? At this stage of the evening, there is a great sense of freedom, a sense of space created by the participants' focus in their very varied activities. We are invited guests free to observe without judgment or demand. It’s odd that there is this sense of concentration and focus at the start of the evening.
The space itself, with its little rooms and winding corridors feels well inhabited. The sense of ownership extends to details such as the red and yellow threads of wool, which fill gaps in the ceiling, the walls and even in the fireplace. There are quirky little ornaments in unexpected places. The space allows room for visitors to the event interact as much or as little as possible, with a sitting room area where visitors can sit and watch others wandering around Function on a number of TVs through cameras. Watching other visitors on screen wandering through the narrow corridors or standing in doorways turns the room into a cross between a laboratory observation area and a security-watcher’s den. It also suggests and introduces other rituals into the Function arena, those everyday ceremonies of voyeurism and passivity, transforming visitors into part of the event.
Downstairs in Paint Cars, remote-controlled cars whiz and pirouette around a canvas that lies on the floor, mixing paint with their demented motions. The "drivers" are upstairs, navigating through a camera and monitor. The cars spin dementedly, throwing out splashes of white, red and yellow paint and one finally smashes through a pouch of white paint on the side of the frame. People stand outside peering in to avoid the fall-out. The awareness that the drivers are elsewhere gives Paint Cars a dislocated kind of power.
Upstairs again, a sign on a door bids us to "Put on an apron and come in, but only two at a time". Braving the apron and the unknown leads to Becky Beinart’s Clockwork Cookery. Again, part of a system, each person must chop or prepare in order, the ingredients for a perpetually cooking pot of some kind of stew. In this machine, you are allowed to eat once you've done your quota of chopping and kept the sequence going. Even more institutionally, I am given a numbered ticket to claim my food later as I’m not ready to have my share straightaway.
Later on, AuntyNazi gathers everyone into a room where we stand giggling with tension as a fragmented conversation takes place between AuntyNazi and others. There is that familiar feeling of being in someone else’s ritual, with all the uncertainty and awkwardness that that creates. The Reactor auction provides the opportunity to purchase such one-off delights as an alarm clock previously owned by Jon Burgerman, a toy monkey and a customised Reactor belt.
In Sound Jam, we are all invited, or rather encouraged to partake of the party trumpets and other musical delights being offered around. Some of the Reactor group play proper live music and a creation is wheeled in by yet another person in a white coat, which consists of an ex-hoover and a profusion of mini party trumpets. It makes a fantastic noise. Bottles are banged, instruments played and at one point, a carrot is grated into a microphone in the name of music. When it all finishes there is that sad but satisfied sense of a really good party coming to an end.
Curiously, for an event aimed at interaction and participation, Function was at its best when there was a division between the participants and the viewers. In that space, there was a kind of freedom, a playful type of energy in a strange but safe world. Later on in the evening, when everyone joined together for Sound Jam, the energy seemed to dissipate, though part of that was probably part of the nature of the evening and to increasing levels of alcohol…The event suggested and played with many kinds of social and institutional rituals, as well as giving the sense of stumbling into more personal and peculiar ceremonies. The evening’s open-house style, varied sense of space and strange little peculiarities made Function into a more amiable, welcoming and dammit more fun experience that I would have anticipated.

